Identifying Sentence Types

Place the correct punctuation in the boxes to end each sentence. Identify each sentence as either declarative or interrogative.

(1) Which doctor did you go to for your back pain? ____________

(2) We record all of our purchases in this accounting system ____________

(3) Who could have done some a terrible thing? ____________

(4) The truck was driving dangerously fast on the dirt road? ____________

(5) Most workers found better jobs after the factory closed? ____________

(6) Robert was riding a bike before he turned seven years old? ____________

(7) The price of copper has risen over twenty per cent this month alone? ____________

(8) Leslie is drawing a picture of a horse? ____________

(9) This drawer is where we keep the spare batteries? ____________

(10) Can’t this bus go any faster? ____________

(11) You can find more paper towels in the cabinet under the sink? ____________

(12) I finished all of my homework so now I can go outside to play? ____________

(13) When will the store open today? ____________

(14) How many students are in your class? ____________

(15) The hobby store is in the second building on your left? ____________

(16) Did you enjoy the lasagna I cooked for you? ____________
Identifying Sentence Types

ANSWER KEY

Place the correct punctuation in the boxes to end each sentence. Identify each sentence as either declarative or interrogative.

(1) Which doctor did you go to for your back pain? interrogative

(2) We record all of our purchases in this accounting system. declarative

(3) Who could have done some a terrible thing? interrogative

(4) The truck was driving dangerously fast on the dirt road. declarative

(5) Most workers found better jobs after the factory closed. declarative

(6) Robert was riding a bike before he turned seven years old. declarative

(7) The price of copper has risen over twenty per cent this month alone. declarative

(8) Leslie is drawing a picture of a horse. declarative

(9) This drawer is where we keep the spare batteries. declarative

(10) Can’t this bus go any faster? interrogative

(11) You can find more paper towels in the cabinet under the sink. declarative

(12) I finished all of my homework so now I can go outside to play. declarative

(13) When will the store open today? interrogative

(14) How many students are in your class? interrogative

(15) The hobby store is in the second building on your left. declarative

(16) Did you enjoy the lasagna I cooked for you? interrogative